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“Sleep
o r ta n t
p
m
i
e
r
ha
o
to long s been empirically proven to be m
evit y tha
n diet or exercise.”
Quality Sleep can be a powerful
weapon against disease, and two
simple rules can greatly improve
the power of sleep.

Sagging sleep posture

Properly supported sleep posture
is neutral, similar to good standing
posture. iSleep invented measuring
this with a laser. Ideal is ear-shoulder-pelvis-ankle all in a straight
line when supine. Custom support
is required to achieve this for each
individual sleeper.
When we sleep our immune systems are recharged. Empowered
to destroy biological invaders and
control inflammation at the same
time.
During sleep your body
makes cytokines, a protein that
targets infection and can reduce
inflammation.
Without quality
sleep we get the wrong cytokines
and instead of fighting disease we
get inflammation.
Proper sleep equipment as shown
in studies show that lower interface
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pressure (patients call “comfort”)
and correct sleep posture (patients
call “support”) work together to
create the proper rhythm of sleep
staging needed for optimal health
and recovery.
Proper sleep staging and patterning of delta sleep stages and
REM sleep are required for release
of HGH (Human Growth Hormone).
This is one of the only natural occurring times HGH is produced as we
get older.
Each patient completes a Sleep
Profile before production begins.
With over 40 patents, iSleep has
addressed these issues in its exclusive design. iSleep produces only
one model, which is based on
each patient’s sleep profile. This
has resulted in iSleep becoming
the number one rated mattress at
goodbed.com, the leading independent mattress review site.
Though we have a 99 rating over
all – we have a 100% rating on warranty and customer service.
Serving chiropractic patients via
DC referrals since 1999. We invite
you to experience the bed for yourself and consider making iSleep a

To completely understand the
quality of the comfort and support of a mattress, the pressure
mapping must be analyzed for an
entire night of sleep. This is why 15
minutes in a mattress showroom is
not adequate to select a mattress.
choice for your patients in need of
a recommendation.
“As a Chiropractor I highly
recommend the Isleep beds, for
the cost and customers service
it’s the best bed and value out
there. I have been recommending
the air adjustable beds for
years because as our sleeping
preferences change, the bed
can change to meet our sleeping
needs.”
— Dr. Dwayne Ackerman
iSleep provides deep professional
discounts for DC’s, staff, and
patients. Call to learn more about
extra specials.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Mention this ad and get $1,000 off an
iSleep set for you and your patients!
Expires October 31.
800-219-3151

iSleep.com/DC

Sleep better, guaranteed.

